
PASSPORT TO WEATHER AND CLIMATE Activity A.4 WEATHERlogs & Portfolio scoring rubric

WEATHERLog Rubric
The grade for the portfolio is determined by giving each section 1 to 4 points. Then multiply the number of

points by the weight in the left hand column.
Score 4 Points Score 3 Points Score 2 Points Score 1 Point

Portfolio is complete Portfolio has one Portfolio has two Portfolio has more
Portfolio with all activities activity missing or activities missing than two activities

(10 points) included and finished. not finished. or not finished. missing or not
finished.

KWL Chart is complete KWL Chart is complete KWL Chart is complete KWL Chart is
with statements with statements with statements incomplete.
written in complete written in complete written in complete One word comments.

KWL Chart phrases or sentences. phrases or sentences. phrases and sentences “What did I learn” is
(3 points) “What did I learn” is “What did I learn” is are poorly written filled out.

filled out clearly and filled out and “What did I learn” is
completely. complete. filled out.
All questions have All questions have All questions have All questions have
been answered been answered been answered, but not been answered, or
completely and correctly, but not some information is some questions are
correctly in complete in complete not correct and in answered incorrectly,
sentences. sentences. complete sentences. or not in complete
Predictions and Predictions and Predictions and sentences.

Laboratory Reports hypothesis are clearly hypothesis are hypothesis are Predictions and
(12 points) written. complete. attempted. hypothesis are

Describes observations Describes observations Describes observations incomplete or not done
clearly and accurately accurately. but some are incorrect Describes incorrect
Demonstrates accurate Demonstrates accurate Demonstrates recording observations.
recording and detailed recording of of observations with Observations are
observations. observations. details missing. incomplete and
Draws accurate and Draws accurate Draws conclusions inaccurate.
detailed conclusions conclusions based on based on observations. Draws inaccurate
based on observations. observations. Makes and presents conclusions.
Makes, presents and Makes and presents conclusions drawn Makes and presents
defends conclusions conclusions drawn from investigations inaccurate conclusions
drawn from from investigations. with some inaccurate
investigations. conclusions.


